
Say goodbye to boring, 
been-there-done-that 

baskets—and say hello to 
trendy, all-dressed-up home 

décor. It starts with paint, 
trim, fabric and more!

Basket Embellishments
{CREAT IVE INSP IRAT IONS        FROM HOBBY LOBBY®}free
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IT TAKES THREE
Hire a trio of hardworking 
hampers to store towels 
and other linens. We 
customized ours with a 
scattering of painted-on 
arrows. Hint: Don’t forget 
to paint the bottoms—
you might want to go the 
unexpected route and 
prop a basket on its side.

WAY TO WEAVE
Turn the guest bathroom 
into a spa-like oasis with lush 
plants and a DIY’d basket to 
hold fluffy towels. Tip: Prep 
the basket with clear sealant to 
keep the color from rubbing off 
onto the fabric.

SUPPLIES:
Basket, jersey fabric, clear 
sealant, scissors, needle, thread

STEP 1:
Cut strips of fabric. Using two 
strips at a time, weave fabric as 
shown.

STEP 2:
Finish by tucking loose ends 
inside basket and sewing them 
together end to end.
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PATRIOTIC PIZZAZZ 
Pick a basket, any basket—and personalize it for a bookshelf display, a friend’s 
housewarming party or for pop-of-color holiday décor. We chose a lovely seagrass 
basket and gave it the red-white-and-just-for-you treatment with paint and a metal 
monogram. It’s a tangle of textures in the best of ways.

< HELLO, YELLOW
Need to wake up a sleepy corner? 
Try a bushel basket all dolled up 
with a rise-and-shine coat of paint 
and ready-to-go trim (it even comes 
with the tassels!). So all you have 
to do is glue it on and find a lonely 
houseplant just waiting for its 
forever home.

FIT TO BE FRINGED >
Sure, baskets are right at home 
corralling countertop clutter and 
office supplies. But outfit a basket 
with colorful fringe—and all of a 
sudden it’s a crafty catchall! Simply 
knot strands of yarn to a length of 
yarn long enough to fit around the 
basket, and then glue it on.



POMPOM PARTY
Perk up the playroom. 
Pack a picnic. Prop it 
on the porch. Poofy 
pompoms pack a pretty 
punch anywhere you 
place ’em. Just make a 
pile of pompoms (our 
handy pompom maker 
works great for this task), 
tie them on a basket, and 
pat yourself on the back.

TIME TO TASSEL
This quirky-chic storage trio breathes new life into any space. Case in point: Stash a few 

books (dog-eared favorites, summer must-reads, the classics) and a comfy throw in these 
be-tasseled baskets—and your bedroom becomes a suddenly special reading nook.

DO NOT ALLOW CHILDREN TO COMPLETE PROJECTS ALONE. ADULT SUPERVISION REQUIRED.
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